
World War II: The Outbreak of War
Aim: Success Criteria: Resources:
Develop a chronologically secure knowledge 
and understanding of world history, establishing 
clear narratives within and across the periods 
they study by learning about the events leading 
to the outbreak of World War II.

I can explain why World War II began and order 
events from early World War II on a timeline. 

I can explain what I already know about World 
War II and think of questions I would like to ask. 

I can order events from early World War II on 
a timeline.

I can label a map to show who the Allies and 
Axis Powers were in World War II.

Lesson Pack

Key/New Words: Preparation:
World War II, Britain, Germany, Nazi, France, 
Neville Chamberlain, Winston Churchill, Adolf 
Hitler, invade, occupy, surrender, Munich 
Agreement, Allies, Axis Powers

World War II KWL Grid - 1 per child

Early World War II Events Timeline Activity 
Sheet - 1 per child

Early World War II Information Sheet - 1 per 
child (as required)

World War II Colouring Map Activity Sheet 
- 1 per child

Prior Learning: This is the first lesson of the new topic.
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Taskit
Writeit: Can you write a biography on Neville Chamberlain, Winston Churchill or Adolf Hitler?

Broadcastit: Can you create a radio programme to explain what has happened in the early years of the war?
WordArtit: Can you create a word cloud using a selection of words and phrases about World War II?

Learning Sequence
Britain at War: Ask the children to work in pairs to read the questions from the Lesson Presentation and complete 
the World War II KWL Grid to ascertain what they already know about World War II and what they would like to find 
out. Allow time to discuss the children’s thoughts and feelings at this stage and record any key questions/interests 
the children have for future study. Look out for children that already have some prior knowledge of the topic. Can 
children devise sensible questions to investigate further?

Neville Chamberlain: Listen to the BBC audio footage of the then Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, announcing 
that Britain was at war with Germany. Ask the children to discuss the questions on the slide with their partner.

Adolf Hitler: Read through the information about Adolf Hitler on the slide. Ask the children to work out what 
the missing definitions are and drag them into place to complete the sentences. Clarify any other unfamiliar/new 
vocabulary as necessary.

Early World War II Events Timeline: Children complete the differentiated Early World War II Events 
Timeline Activity Sheet to make their own timeline. Check the children can describe the events and can order them 
appropriately? 

Cut out and order the fact 
cards to make a timeline.

Children read the Early 
World War II Information 
Sheet. They then add 
the relevant information 
to the dated fact cards 
before ordering them.

Children read the Early 
World War II Information 
Sheet and use the 
information to create and 
order their own timeline.

Allies and Axis Powers: Children colour in the World War II Colouring Map Activity Sheet to show Allies, Axis 
Powers, and Axis-controlled or neutral countries. They will need to use the information they have learnt during the 
lesson and you may wish for them to undertake some additional research in information books or on the Internet to 
help them add extra information. (If preferred, this could also be set as a homework task.) Can children recall the main 
Allies and Axis Powers, and locate them on a world map?


